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Statement of Vision
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Aligned Partnership to Make Puerto Rico a Key Location for National Security Research

PR5G Zone + 
Blockchain 
Ignition Lab

Only Facility of Its Kind 
on U.S. Soil

Zero Trust 
Architecture Secured 

with IoT Device 
Testing

Low Cost and Industry 
Facing Development, 
Testing, & Validation

REACH 
Initiative

Designed for 
Collaborations to 

Accelerate TRL 

Partnership of Global 
Experts and Gig-
Economy Talent

Focused on 
Technology Transfer 

and Practical 
Application

HUB 
Advanced 
Systems

Most Sophisticated 
Network Hub in the 

Caribbean

Publicly Owned Fiber 
Optic Research 

Network 
Infrastructure

High Security Cable 
Landing Station and  

Data Center

DoD Advanced 
Innovation 

Center
Industry Facing Secure 

Compartmentalized 
Information  Facility 

(SCIF)

Highly Mature TRL 
with Pilots and 

Commercial System 
Focus

Secure Training Rooms 
for Training on New 

Technology Tools



Why Puerto Rico
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The Aligned Assets Are Unique and Unmatched

Uniquely Serves National Security Interests 

Available Global Advanced Research Talent Pool

Funding for Infrastructure Redesign

Cost Efficient Sandbox



Uniquely Serves National Security Interests 
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PR is the United States trusted national security nexus to the 
Caribbean Basin, Central and South American

Is Bilingual and 
Cross Cultural

International 
Monetary 

Capabilities

Dual 
Spanish/English 
Legal Systems



Available Advanced Research Talent Pool
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Highly Skilled Global Workforce Born in Puerto Rico

6th highest 
concentration of 

Scientists and 
Engineers in the 

world.

Almost 60% of the 
Island’s college grads 

are in STEM fields, 
with 26K graduating 

annually.

High population of 
research diaspora 

eager to return from 
around the world.

High concentration of 
military and multi-

generational US 
citizens.

Emerging technology 
hub for AI, ML, 

blockchain & gig-
economy  workforce.



Funding for Infrastructure Redesign
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The devastation of 
Hurricane Maria is 
an opportunity for 

new economy 
design.

Critical intelligent 
infrastructure and 
related efficiencies 
will be part of this 

new design.

Experts from all 
over the world are 

convening in Puerto 
Rico to design new 

solutions.

Underutilized port 
facilities have 

capacity that will 
not interfere with 

existing supply 
chains.

Planned Spaceport 
at Roosevelt Roads 

offers new research, 
testing, and launch  

campus. 

Undergoing a dramatic reconstruction with future vision



Cost Efficient Sandbox
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Ideal Location for Testing and Validating New Technologies  

It has an intersection of 
foreign/domestic, 

terrestrial/non-
terrestrial & 

cooperative/non-
cooperative networks.

The island of Puerto 
Rico has the socio-

economic population 
profile needed for 
diverse solutions.

Establishing pilot 
projects on the Island 

represents a lower test 
cost based on size and 

population.

Complexity of the 
region means 

technology applications 
are scalable to other 

locations.  

Diversity, of  terrain 
and six microclimates 
allows testing across 
various conditions.



HUB Advanced Networks as Platform
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• HUB Advanced 
Networks has an 
extensive network 
of Subterranean 
Fiber Optic Cables.

• They have an 
extensive on-island 
network.

• They are a publicly 
owned wholesale 
and research 
network.



HUB 787 as the AIC Location
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HUB Advanced Networks Services at HUB787
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• In addition to a 
physical network they 
also offer advanced 
service capabilities. 

• As a wholesale 
network they provide 
an interface between 
other retail networks.

• They provide 
Internet2 to the UPR 
System.  



Technical Capabilities - Safety & Redundancy
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World Class Data Security Design
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Secure Access and Energy Resiliency
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• Secure manned 
building entry.

• Facility houses 
Department of 
Homeland Security.

• Is in near proximity to 
SJU Airport and 
military SCIF. 

• Individual security key 
access technology 
available.



Available Space at HUB787
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REACH Initiative as Management Partner
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•Research 
•Empowered 
•Advanced 
•Communication 
•Hub

• Create a connected system of specialized 
technology innovation labs on the Island.

• Deploy a customized AI enabled collaboration tool 
that allows for optimized referrals, tracking, 
accountability, and decision making.

• Map ecosystem and establish milestones using 
national and global best practices as the 10 year 
goal.

• Develop a transparent process for prioritizing 
investment in the engine and within the eco-
system.  



REACH Initiative-Puerto Rico’s Innovation Engine
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• Database with 
global start-ups.

• Ranks 
technologies in 
comparison to 
like 
technologies

• This tool will  
identify 
Technology 
Readiness Level



Labs Across America Extended Partnership
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LABS ACROSS AMERICA

Advanced Physical 
Infrastructure

5G  Wireless Test Lab w/TAMU

XQ Security DoD conforming Zero Trust 
Architecture

IoT Platform Testing embedded and 
integrated system interfaces

Advanced Data Applications 10,000 X the speed of 
conventional data computations

Acceleration of Discovery 
Collaboration Networks

Global Federation of Labs NSC, John Hopkins, NSF

Labs Across America
TAMU, Indiana 5G Zone 

(Purdue),  Hawaii (DoD), PNWL,  
Washington DC

Puerto Rico Partners UPR, Engine4, PRMA, PRTEC, 
PRiMEX

Dissemination of Innovations                    
Training Activities

University, Industry, Service 
Providers

Webinars, Podcasts, seminars, 
workshops



Labs Across America Collective Capabilities
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• In 2020, in response to supply chain disruptions from the 
pandemic, the NSC was awarded $9B in funding to create 
industry facing labs with high technology tools that would 
stimulate innovation in the private sector.

• The Internet2 Technology Evaluation Center (ITEC) at 
Texas A&M came up with a concept for efficiently linking 
labs to maximize access to a variety of resources. 

• The original labs identified in this concept are facilities at 
Texas A&M, Purdue, the Pacific Northwest Lab, and a 
Depart of Defense Lab in Hawaii. The lab in Puerto Rico is 
linked via submarine cable to ITEC, and active 
collaboration is happening between centers as the first 
step of realizing this vision.  



Existing NSF Funded Connected Research Centers
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• Center for Advanced Radio Science Engineering (CARSE)-at the University of 
Puerto Rico Mayaguez (UPRM), will enable the development of integrated 
tools to resolve spectrum sharing and coexistence issues and improve 
performance on radio science observations through an innovation and 
collaboration ecosystem designed to elevate the science and engineering 
capacity at UPRM, Arecibo Observatory and Puerto Rico in general. 

• Center for Wearable Technologies- at UPRM is developing new material 
technologies 

• SpectrumX- UPRM is also a research participant in the first national institute 
dedicated to spectrum research, located at Norte Dame University.  



Lightweight Innovations for Tomorrow (LIFT)
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LIFT is a Department of Defense-sponsored national manufacturing innovation institute, a 
member institute of Manufacturing USA (Department of Commerce) acting at the 
intersection of materials science, manufacturing process, and digital and virtual systems 
with the intent of driving advanced manufacturing technology and talent development into 
the future for US national economic growth and national security. LIFT is in the process of 
launching a regional technology and talent development facility in San Juan and has a 
great interest in working with PR5G and their ecosystem in the areas of:

• Private 5G Networks plus 5G+ and 6G for the manufacturing shop floor.

• High-Performance Computing (both distributed and edge computing) for real and near real-
time manufacturing applications.

• Engaging in Puerto Rico (including PR5G) the 15 sister national manufacturing innovation 
institutes with LIFT acting as the integrator within Puerto Rico.



Arecibo Observatory
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• Established in 1950’s as part of DoD’s missile defense efforts.  Ownership 
was subsequently transferred to NSF with current management awarded to 
UCF in 2018.

• It’s primary instrument was the Arecibo Telescope, which was the largest in 
the world until 2016 when China built one larger.  

• It collapsed in 2020, and initial plans were to decommission, but NSF is 
currently funding research to design one even larger.  

• In 2022 it was included as an important national asset to preserve in the 
Chips Act

• The primary purpose is data collection, and so locationally aligning it with 
data management and communication technology research would increase 
the combined value of both. 



Roosevelt Roads
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• The 7500 acre site has a 2 mile runaway and deep sea port with a former 
elevated communication center still overlooking the site.

• Plans to redevelop have been slow, with a master plan vision published in 2015 
including mixed use light industrial, commercial, tourism, recreation, 
conservation elements. 

• In 2022 the Ports Authority submitted an application for horizontal lift to create a 
Spaceport.  Vertical lift off-shore is also feasible.  

• Concurrent to the request the Governor established a council to develop a 
strategy making the spaceport an economic space hub, and a whitepaper has just 
been published demonstrating the value. 



NASA Connection
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• UPR-M is the largest Recruitment site for Hispanic engineers.  It is also the 
largest recruitment site for female engineers.  

• Currently the Governors Council is deploying a survey, hosted by the 
Science Trust, to quantify the numbers of Puerto Rican diaspora working in 
the aerospace industry and determine occupation skills.  

• There is a strong desire to repatriate talent  to the island.
• In September of 2022 it was announced that UPR-M would be a site for 

training Space Force personnel.  
• The newly published whitepaper framing Puerto Rico’s exceptional assets 

for space launch has received peer endorsement from the Space 
Foundation, Global Space Alliance, and Foundation for the Future. 



Aerospace and Defense Assets
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• DoD sponsored ‘Lightweight 
Innovation for Tomorrow’ (Lift), 
based in Michigan, is now 
establishing a satellite office on the 
Island. 

• Industry with the highest 
recruitment of engineers in P.R.

• Major Engineering Universities 
now hold Aerospace Curriculum

• 6000 Direct Aerospace/Defense 
Jobs

• 50% of the Aerospace + Technology 
Companies conduct R+D in PR.

• 50% of cluster members expect to 
expand job opportunities in next 
12 months (20% more than 100 
positions)



Manufacturing Strengths for Collaboration
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Sterile Environment

High Compliance Capabilities

Device Miniaturization

Satellite Engineering

Process Efficiency

Light Weight Materials

Global Logistics Expertise

Significant FTZ Capacity

Puerto Rico existing 
manufacturing 
strengths positions it 
ideal for research in TRL 
6-9, and REACH is 
currently defining the a 
roadmap, in partnership 
with public/private  
innovation partners on 
the island, for cross 
sector collaboration of 
technology transfer.



Future Facing Intersection of Critical Sectors 
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• Puerto Rico is the only location in the 
US that has intersecting global 
manufacturing strengths in life critical 
industries, with advantageous 
communication convergence and 
space launch location nearest to the 
equator. 

• Currently 1/3 of all launched space 
experiments are sponsored by 
BioScience companies.

• UPR-M is engaged in world-class 
satellite hardware engineering 
research.

• The Island’s request for horizontal lift 
certification will make it the ideal 
location for small communication 
satellite launch.  

Bioscience

Logistics

Advanced 
Communication 

Research

Aerospace 



Proposal- Lab Goals
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The alignment partnership of a 
AIC, REACH, HUB Advanced 
Networks, and PR5G Zone = 
Blockchain Ignition Lab, a 
product pipeline through all 
Technology Readiness Levels 
(TRL) would exist in one 
location.  This would accelerate 
and exponentially expand the 
ability of the Puerto Rico AIC to 
hone in on TRL 7-9  in hardware 
and TRL 6-9 in software.  



Conclusion Reinforcing Vision
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